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Introduction {#sec001}
============

Notwithstanding the importance of emotions as an outcome measure for psychological functioning, a long history of psychometric research has shown that developing instruments to quantify a person's emotional state still confronts researchers with methodological challenges in realizing ecologically valid measures. Despite adaptations, self-report measures remain limited by response biases and are not telling the whole truth \[[@pone.0206494.ref001]\]. Additional performance-based measures are needed to estimate behavioural and non-verbal aspects of emotion expression. Observational methods in laboratory or real-life situations may be a next step towards ecologically valid measurement of personal characteristics influencing the expression of emotion.

In their review of measures of emotion, Mauss and Robinson \[[@pone.0206494.ref002]\] start from a consensual model that distinguishes three levels of emotional responses: subjective experience, physiological reactions and subsequent behaviour. The behavioural level refers to theories that infer emotional states from vocal characteristics, facial displays, and body behaviours. These theories are based on linking emotions to communicative functions \[[@pone.0206494.ref003]\] or to action dispositions, like the tendency to fight or flight \[[@pone.0206494.ref004]\]. More research needs to shed light on behavioural measures of emotions. The present study focuses on measurement of body behaviour and vocal characteristics to contribute to a valid assessment procedure of anger coping. The ability to produce and to regulate physical force is studied in relation to the degree to which someone regulates anger expression or inhibition.

Research on body behaviour (movement, expression, posture) as measure of emotion is relatively sparse \[[@pone.0206494.ref002]\], despite the importance of non-verbal communication \[[@pone.0206494.ref005]\]. On the level of motor behaviour research indicates that pleasant and unpleasant emotions modulate force production \[[@pone.0206494.ref006]--[@pone.0206494.ref008]\]. Anger may facilitate physical performance, depending on the demands of the task, but findings point towards a complex role of individual differences in the anger-performance relationship and emotion regulation \[[@pone.0206494.ref009]\]. However, compared with fear, sadness and happiness, anger remains relatively understudied (in terms of neuronal and physiological mechanisms of action) and it is harder to predict the likely influences of anger on cognition and behaviour \[[@pone.0206494.ref010]\].

Regarding the influence of emotions on vocal characteristics, the basic assumption is that measurable voice parameters reflect a person's affective state. The physiological reactions involved modify the voice production process \[[@pone.0206494.ref011],[@pone.0206494.ref012]\]. Sympathetic arousal associated with anger often produces changes in respiration and muscle tension, which influence the acoustic characteristics of speech \[[@pone.0206494.ref011]\]. The most common measures are voice amplitude (loudness) and pitch (fundamental frequency). High-arousal emotions like fear, anger, and joy are linked with higher pitch than lower-arousal emotions such as sadness \[[@pone.0206494.ref013]\]. It is more difficult to find vocal characteristics that are linked to valence. Anger and joy are similar in arousal, but different in valence, yet both emotions have been linked to comparable vocal pitch and amplitude \[[@pone.0206494.ref014]\].

This paper introduces first test results of a custom-made performance-based measuring method for anger and aggression based on physical force production in directional movement of arms and legs and in voice expression. Recorded are the momentum of stamping on a force plate and hitting a punching bag, and the amplitude of shouting in a microphone. The method is called the 'Method of Stamp Strike Shout' (MSSS). Levels of force production and force control are expected to serve as an indication of anger and aggression regulation. The MSSS is meant to be used in addition to self-report methods of measuring anger and aggression. These methods reflect one's retrospective perception of emotional responding rather than the emotional response itself and may be biased by social desirability, denial, and awareness deficits, as has been reported in case of anger \[[@pone.0206494.ref015]\]. Real-time assessment of body behaviour and vocal characteristics may add to ecologically valid measurement.

The rationale for the construct of the MSSS has been inspired by the temper tantrum of toddlers uncontrollably waving their arms and legs and screaming at high decibels as a result of the adrenaline rush. Apparently, the 'urge to act and shout' which belongs to anger primary finds an outlet in expressive movement by arms and legs and by voice expression (or breath holding spell). Physical responses like clenched fists, tense muscles, and swallow breathing belong to the trigger stage of the anger assault circle \[[@pone.0206494.ref016]\]. The MSSS offers the opportunity to observe the body in action and to combine quantitative outcome measures with qualitative observation and post-test interview.

The MSSS has its origin in psychomotor therapy (PMT), a body and movement-oriented therapy that is well integrated in mental health care in the Netherlands and Belgium \[[@pone.0206494.ref017]\]. PMT integrates body experiences and cognitive-emotional functioning in approaching aggression regulation in psychiatric patients. The idea of the MSSS emerged from PMT in the field of eating disorders. Eating disorders are often undetected, although worldwide epidemiological studies show high prevalence rates especially among girls and young women \[[@pone.0206494.ref018]\]. Within this field there is an active search for the development of new treatments for eating disorders and related psychopathology \[[@pone.0206494.ref019]\]. PMT for eating disorders targets on persistent anger issues by enabling patients to practice body expression including force production exercises such as used in the MSSS. Voice and movement exercises in PMT were found to be effective in the treatment of excessive anger inhibition in patients with eating disorders \[[@pone.0206494.ref020],[@pone.0206494.ref021]\]. The MSSS is meant for diagnostic as well as therapeutic purposes. We developed the instrument at the Center for Human Movement Sciences in cooperation with the Technical Support Unit of the Faculty of Science and Engineering, at the University of Groningen in The Netherlands. The instrument consist of three subtests:

STAMP--For the Stamp subtest, a simple portable force plate with force transducer measures vertical forces generated by stamping.

STRIKE--For the Strike subtest various methods were available, for example: using force sensors inserted into a target-block mounted on a lath \[[@pone.0206494.ref022]\], measuring acceleration of a pendulum arm \[[@pone.0206494.ref023]\], and using a dummy (head, neck, and torso) to measure punch velocity and force \[[@pone.0206494.ref024]\]. Other potential measures are a power sensor unit to be placed into the boxing glove instead of mounting it on the target \[[@pone.0206494.ref025],[@pone.0206494.ref026]\], or into a wristwatch device \[[@pone.0206494.ref027]\], and a flexible impact force sensor on a load cell, a concrete wall or a sandbag \[[@pone.0206494.ref028]\]. For the MSSS an accelerometer embedded in a punching bag was chosen. The use of a bag fits well with our therapy practice when working on aggression regulation issues. In a recent study the use of an accelerometer in a bag showed a small measurement error \[[@pone.0206494.ref029]\].

SHOUT--For the Shout subtest, a microphone at a fixed distance recorded the amplitude of voice expression.

Testing the Method of Stamp Strike Shout {#sec002}
----------------------------------------

The objective of our study is to test the reliability and validity of the MSSS in a non-clinical sample of 56 women and 48 men in a laboratory set-up. First, we introduce the instrumentation and task. Then, an explorative study focusses on the internal structure of the MSSS by measuring the intra-test correlations between four intensity levels of force production per subtest (25-50-75-100% maximum force) and by determining the inter-test correlations between the three subtests (Stamp, Strike and Shout). Within-subject variations and test-retest correlations indicate the reliability of the MSSS: the degree of precision and reproducibility of the routine.

To test the validity of the MSSS we studied whether and how levels of physical force production are associated with self-reported levels of anger expression and control. It may be tempting to hypothesize that someone's propensity to express versus inhibit anger feelings results in higher versus lower force production. However, it may as well be hypothesized that someone who is used to bottle up anger, or is prone to inhibit verbal expression, is the more triggered to engage in non-verbal expression, particularly when invited to produce 100% force. As the anger-performance relationship is complex, depending on individual differences in anger experience, anger regulation style and personality traits \[[@pone.0206494.ref009]\], the direction of the correlations is hard to predict. Since, for now, the contours of such a convergent system are not yet clear, our study has an explorative character with a large number of associations to be assessed and we will refrain from confirmative hypothesis testing.

The objective is to explore whether and how the three subtests, Stamp, Strike and Shout, converge into a coherent response system that can be used for clinical and research purposes. To address our research question we analysed whether and how performance on the three subtests of the MSSS (a) correlates with self-reported degrees of anger internalization, anger externalization, and anger control, and (b) differs between two groups of participants respectively showing an internalizing versus an externalizing anger coping style.

Methods {#sec003}
=======

Participants {#sec004}
------------

One hundred and four students (48 men, 56 women; M~age~ = 20.84, SD = 2.28), recruited through undergraduate courses and personal networks, volunteered for this study. Exclusion criteria were: (a) injuries to wrist, arm, shoulder, foot, leg, hip and a sore throat; and (b) using tranquilizing medication. Institutional ethics approval was gained (Center for Human Movement Sciences, University Medical Center Groningen, University of Groningen, The Netherlands). The researcher informed potential participants briefly about the study objective: to measure force production and to relate the results to the outcome of a questionnaire on anger coping, after which participants were asked to sign an informed consent. All enrolled participants completed a questionnaire on personal characteristics to check for possible confounders, i.c. body weight, trained vocal skills, boxing experience. Then they received explanation about the test procedure. Out of 104 participants 22 were tested twice with an interval of five months. Only these 22 received a financial compensation for their participation. Informed consent was also signed for publishing the images of the individual pictured in Figs [1](#pone.0206494.g001){ref-type="fig"}--[3](#pone.0206494.g003){ref-type="fig"}.

![Stamping on the force-sensitive area of the force plate.](pone.0206494.g001){#pone.0206494.g001}

![Striking the mid-section of a bag.](pone.0206494.g002){#pone.0206494.g002}

![Shouting 'Haa' in a microphone.](pone.0206494.g003){#pone.0206494.g003}

Procedure {#sec005}
---------

We tested the MSSS in a practice laboratory at the Center for Human Movement Sciences, University of Groningen, The Netherlands. Prior to the test participants completed questionnaires on demographics, personal characteristics, and anger coping. Actual weight and body length were measured. Thereafter, participants performed predefined light exercises to stretch and warm up their muscles and prepare for the test. The researcher provided technical instruction on how to perform the three subtests. A randomisation procedure determined the sequence of the subtests. The participants drew a note with one of three possible sequences out of an envelope. After performing the subtests the researcher checked whether the participant had experienced emotional arousal instigated by the test. If needed, the researcher could help to reduce tension at the end of the procedure.

Task {#sec006}
----

After standardized randomisation of the sequence, participants performed the three different subtests of the MSSS: stamping, striking and shouting. They executed the three subtests twice, with increasing and decreasing force. The instruction was to produce respectively 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of their maximum force, and then back to 75%, 50% and 25%. This sequence represents a *force pyramid* used to quantify one's ability to produce and control physical force. The test was self-paced with no instructions about the timing, maximum force or feedback on performance.

During the Stamp subtest, the participants stamped a sequence with one foot at the time on a force plate ([Fig 1](#pone.0206494.g001){ref-type="fig"}), wearing shoes with flat soles. At every force level the participant stamped four times with each foot. The instruction was to lift de foot directly after stamping. In the Strike subtest, participants stroke a boxing bag four times at every force level, alternating with the left and right hand with both hands in gloves ([Fig 2](#pone.0206494.g002){ref-type="fig"}). They alternated between left and right hands and feet to control for the extra power and possible better regulation through the dominant side \[[@pone.0206494.ref030]\]. In the Shout subtest, the participants shouted 'Haa' in a microphone ([Fig 3](#pone.0206494.g003){ref-type="fig"}), once at every amplitude level. The scores on the two repetitions of each subtest were averaged in order to achieve an acceptable level of measurement error \[[@pone.0206494.ref031]\]. The overall duration of the task was approximately 25 minutes.

Instrumentation {#sec007}
---------------

A custom-made LabVIEW program controls all three subtests of the MSSS ([Fig 4](#pone.0206494.g004){ref-type="fig"}). The output is a text file with the summary score of every stamp, strike or shout in the course of the trials. Sampling of analogue signals in the stamp and strike mode is done by an A/D converter USB-NI6008 (National Instruments).

![LabVIEW image of the Stamp subtest.](pone.0206494.g004){#pone.0206494.g004}

### STAMP {#sec008}

The 'stamp plate' is a custom-made force plate that only measures vertical force. The force transducer (Scaime AP200C3SH10eF, range 2000 N) is mounted in a 60 x 50 x 10 cm wooden box with a plywood plank 42 x 22 cm, thickness 1.8 cm, on top, flush with the surface of the box. Both surfaces are covered with a layer of closed-cell foam with a thickness of 0.6 cm. The force transducer was calibrated with known weights. Before each measuring session the force signal of the unloaded transducer is automatically set to zero, the force threshold level and the minimum time between stamps are input into the program. The force signal is preamplified and low-pass filtered with a cut-off of 50 Hz by an amplifier Scaime CPJ. Then it is sampled at 1000 Hz. An example signal is given in [Fig 5](#pone.0206494.g005){ref-type="fig"}. The momentum of the foot impact is determined by integrating the force signal starting from 10 ms before up to a time 100 ms after a trigger level of 2 N has been passed. In this way only the first short force peak is included in the measured momentum. In a number of experiments it was determined that this part of the force signal is directly related to the momentum of the foot, the later part of the force signal seems related to indirect forces from leg and trunk, and is much more variable.

![The low-pass filtered force signal of a stamp.\
The impulse of the foot stamp is equal to the shaded area under the curve $p_{stamp} = {\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{2}}{Fdt}}$, with *t*~*1*~ 10 ms before the threshold (2 N) is passed and *t*~*2*~ 100 ms after the threshold crossing.](pone.0206494.g005){#pone.0206494.g005}

### STRIKE {#sec009}

The impact of the boxing strike is also expressed as a momentum. A dual-axis accelerometer ADXL278 (Analog Devices, range 50g) is mounted in a small box, with the sensitive axes horizontal. This box is put in the middle of a punching bag which is hung from the ceiling by a chain. The two perpendicular components of the acceleration are sampled at 500 Hz. The total momentum is calculated by integrating both acceleration signals ([Fig 6](#pone.0206494.g006){ref-type="fig"}), from 30 ms before a trigger level is passed up to the first zero crossing (the latest of the two components). The total impulse is calculated as the vector sum of both integrated accelerations (velocities) times the mass of the punching bag. In the present test the mass was 38 kg. Before the session this mass is input into the program, together with the trigger level, and the zero level of the accelerometers.

![One of the two accelerometer signals in a strike on the punching bag.\
The impulses of the punch are equal to the shaded area under the curves times the mass of the punching bag $p_{x,y} = m_{bag}{\int_{t_{1}}^{t_{2}}a_{x,y}}dt$, with *t*~*1*~ 30 ms before the threshold (7 m·s^2^) is passed and *t*~*2*~ the time of the first zero crossing. The total impulse *p* is calculated as the vector sum of the two perpendicular components: $p = \sqrt{p_{x}^{2} + p_{y}^{2}}$. The accelerations measured after the first zero-crossing are due to vibrations and swinging of the bag after the strike.](pone.0206494.g006){#pone.0206494.g006}

### SHOUT {#sec010}

The sound is recorded by an USB desktop microphone (Logitech 980186--0914, -47 dBV/Pa, frequency range flat from 100 Hz-- 11 kHz) via the PC sound card by means of dedicated LabVIEW programs. The participant is positioned 1.5 m from the microphone. Over periods of 0.1 s the sound signal is sampled at 22 kHz and the maximum sound level in dB over this period is calculated. It was verified that the recording was not distorted at the high sound levels as measured (up to 95 dB).

Measures {#sec011}
--------

The momentum of stamping and striking, and the amplitude of shouting are measured to quantify force production at different levels of executing the MSSS, that is 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% and back to 75%, 50% and 25% of maximum force. A series of numeric symbols represent momentum *p* as parameter for the Stamp and Strike force production, replaceable by amplitude *A* as parameter for loudness of the Shout: $p_{25 \uparrow};p_{50 \uparrow};p_{75 \uparrow};p_{100};p_{75 \downarrow};p_{50 \downarrow};p_{25 \downarrow}$. The arrows indicate the increasing (↑) and decreasing (↓) part of the force pyramid. Additionally, extra Shout parameters indicate shouting with short and long duration and the time span when shouting long: ${Db}_{short},{Db}_{long},T_{long}$. The amplitude of the Shout is directly related to sound-intensity measured in decibel on a logarithmic scale. The rule of thumb is that three decibels more means two times more sound-intensity. However, differences exist between actual values and perception of loudness: it takes a 10dB increase before the average listener hears 'double the sound.' (<http://www.acousticsbydesign.com/acoustics-blog/perception-vs-reality.htm>).

The $p_{SUM}$ represents the sum of all force levels per subtest and is used as an operationalization for the overall force produced. Linear and quadratic contrast scores (C↑, C↓, QC↑, QC↓) were calculated as operationalizations of force control increasing and decreasing. The use of these contrast scores is recommended by Davis \[[@pone.0206494.ref032]\] as a way to handle a sequence of measures from individuals and gain insight in the shape of the association between, for instance, dose and response, or the line representing treatment outcomes over time. The clustering of measures within persons is overcome by using an aggregate outcome representing the spacing and curve of the line over all measures. These aggregate scores make it possible to test whether treatment results increase with higher dosages or later time points (linear contrast) and whether there is an optimal level above which a higher dosage or longer treatment time has no or a diminishing effect (quadratic contrast). In our study, contrast scores give an indication of the steepness and shape of the slopes when increasing and decreasing stamping, striking or shouting force, showing the propensity to accelerate or hesitate when moving to the subsequent levels of force production. The amount by which single levels of force production differ from a straight line may be seen as the 'error' in force distribution, i.e. force control. Following Davis \[[@pone.0206494.ref032]\], we calculated the linear contrast scores by assigning coefficients of --3, --1, +1, and +3 to the force levels of the increasing half of the pyramid slope (indicated by the symbol *C*↑) respectively the decreasing half of the slope (*C*↓) and the quadratic contrast scores (*QC*↓ and *QC*↑) subsequently by assigning coefficients of --1, +1, +1, -1.

To assess the relationship between test performance and anger coping, the Self-Expression and Control Scale (SECS) was used to measure anger expression and control \[[@pone.0206494.ref033]\]. This questionnaire served as a frame of reference to explore the test validity of the MSSS. The SECS is a Dutch adaptation of the State Trait Anger Expression Inventory (STAXI) \[[@pone.0206494.ref034]\]. The STAXI is widely used to investigate the role of anger expression and anger control in somatic and mental health care. The SECS consists of 40 items divided into 4 subscales: Anger In (AI), Anger Out (AO), Control Anger In (CAI) and Control Anger Out (CAO). The AI subscale assesses efforts to hide anger (anger internalization), whereas the AO subscale assesses outwardly directed anger (anger externalization). The CAI and CAO subscales refer to the ability to modulate emotional and behavioural expression of anger (control over internalization and externalization). The SECS subscales have high levels of internal consistency and test-retest reliability \[[@pone.0206494.ref035]\]. AI was found to be correlated with cynicism, cynical distrust and indirect aggression; AO with aggressive responding and direct aggression \[[@pone.0206494.ref036]\].

Statistical analyses {#sec012}
--------------------

Not all data from the 104 participants could be used. Based on visual inspection of the irregular scores, scores ± 3 standard deviations from the mean were removed. One participant could not execute the subtest Stamp because the force plate failed to process the measuring data. The final data set contained 94 participants for Stamp, 98 for Strike and 95 for Shout.

Statistical analyses were performed in SPSS version 22. Without the outliers, the data of the parameters for all three subtests were normally distributed. Pearson's correlations were calculated to test for possible confounders: the association between frequency of exercising and the stamping parameters, between exercising as well as boxing experience with striking, and the influence of trained vocal skills on shouting. Since weight and gender can be assumed to correlate with the outcomes of all three subtests, ANCOVA's were executed to test for differences between men and women with weight controlled for.

An explorative search is used to detect patterns of performance. Pearson's correlations between parameters within each subtest were calculated to describe the relationship between parameters, both within and between the increasing and decreasing parameters. Cronbach's alpha over all parameters of each of the three subtests was calculated as an estimate of the internal consistency of that subtest. To investigate whether the three subtests are interrelated, Pearson's correlations between the subtests on the different parameters were calculated, using partial correlations to control for gender and weight. In line with Cohen \[[@pone.0206494.ref037]\], we interpreted correlations between 0.10 and 0.30 as small, between 0.30 and 0.50 as medium and larger than 0.50 as indications of a strong association between outcomes.

The test-retest reliability of the MSSS was tested by the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) for 22 participants that executed the test twice under similar laboratory conditions. A two samples independent t-test was done to check whether the mean sum scores on the extra test of the 22 participants deviated significantly from the scores of the 82 participants who were only tested once.

To test the construct validity of the MSSS, the correlations between the different parameters of the MSSS subtests and the four scales of the SECS were calculated, including sum scores, linear contrast scores, and quadratic contrast scores. As weight and gender were found to contribute to the variance of the MSSS subtests, partial correlations were used controlled for weight, and analyses were done separately for men and women. The SECS scores of participants were compared with those of the available SECS reference groups \[[@pone.0206494.ref033]\]. Further, a more robust comparison was made between two groups of participants respectively showing an internalizing versus an externalizing anger coping style. Those with higher AI scores than AO scores were referred to the internalizing group, and vice versa. Five participants (four female and one male) had equal scores on both subscales. They could not be included in one of the two groups and were left out of the analyses. Differences between both groups were calculated for men and women with ANCOVA, adjusted for weight. For these analyses we used listwise deletion of participants with missing values, resulting in smaller but comparable groups for the three subtests.

As we stated in the introduction, our study has an explorative character for there is too little consistent prior knowledge to conduct confirmative hypothesis testing. As a consequence, we refrained from presenting significance levels (p-values) for correlations where the outcomes on single force levels are concerned. Presenting significance levels for each of these correlations would possibly lead to faulty interpretations triggered by random findings due to multiple testing and the fact that in these cases the clustering of data within persons is ignored. We do, however, present significance levels for the aggregated (sum and contrast) scores. In these cases we follow the so-called neoFisherian approach \[[@pone.0206494.ref038]\] and interpret the p-value as a degree of evidence against the null- hypothesis that the difference is zero. To help interpretation of differences, confidence intervals are shown. This neoFisherian approach fits very well with the explorative nature of our inferences. Also visual inspection was used to asses correlations and differences.

Results {#sec013}
=======

Participants characteristics {#sec014}
----------------------------

[Table 1](#pone.0206494.t001){ref-type="table"} presents demographic data and other characteristics of the participants, all students at university or other institutes of higher education. After testing for possible confounders no correlations were found between the frequency of exercising during the week, the mean scores on the various levels of the force pyramid or any other research parameters in both Stamp and Strike subtests. Boxing experience was not significantly correlated with any of the research parameters for striking. And, no significant correlation was found for trained vocal skills and any of the research parameters for shouting. Male and female participants differed on height and weight: men in our sample were taller and heavier.

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t001

###### Participants characteristics (n = 104).[^a^](#t001fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}

![](pone.0206494.t001){#pone.0206494.t001g}

                                Men             Women          Difference between participating men and women[^b^](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ----------------------------- --------------- -------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Participants                  48 (46%)        56 (54%)       
  Boxing experience             8 (17%)         6 (11%)        .43
  Trained vocal skills          3 (6%)          5 (9%)         .61
                                M (SD)          M (SD)         
  Age (years)                   20.88 (2.26)    20.80 (2.32)   .87
  Height (m)                    1.84 (.08)      1.73 (.06)     \< .001
  Weight (kg)                   75.59 (10.14)   65.81 (8.25)   \< .001
  Body Mass Index               22.37 (2.03)    21.94 (2.24)   .29
  Physical exercise (\#/week)   2.79 (2.11)     2.36 (1.59)    .24

^a^ Since no outliers occurred simultaneously in all subtests, the total group characteristics have been included

^b^ Based on Fisher--Exact and independent t-test

[Table 2](#pone.0206494.t002){ref-type="table"} shows significantly higher scores on AO and CAO for male participants compared with the mean scores of a Dutch reference sample \[[@pone.0206494.ref033]\]. Female participants score lower on AO, and much higher on CAI and CAO compared with the population sample. No differences on the subscales of the SECS were found between scores of female and male participants in the study sample.

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t002

###### SECS subscale scores of participants, comparison with reference groups and difference between men and women.

![](pone.0206494.t002){#pone.0206494.t002g}

        Women (n = 56)                          Men (n = 48)                      Difference between Participating men and women
  ----- ---------------- ------------ --------- -------------- ------------ ----- ------------------------------------------------
  AI    23.02 (5.70)     22.1 (7.0)   .23       22.17 (5.07)   23.1 (6.9)   .21   .43
  AO    20.50 (5.28)     22.0 (5.9)   .04       21.92 (4.62)   20.2 (5.2)   .01   .15
  CAI   28.79 (5.19)     24.9 (6.4)   \< .001   28.29 (5.95)   27.3 (7.1)   .25   .65
  CAO   30.32 (4.98)     25.6 (6.2)   \< .001   31.02 (4.87)   29.5 (6.0)   .04   .47

^a^ Self-Expression and Control Scale; Anger In (AI; internalization), Anger Out (AO; externalization), Control Anger In (CAI), Control Anger Out (CAO).

^b^ As reported by Van Elderen et al, 1994 \[[@pone.0206494.ref033]\]

Total scores and the influence of gender and weight {#sec015}
---------------------------------------------------

There was a positive correlation between weight and all seven parameters of the force pyramid for Stamp (0.43 \< r \> 0.49). Weight was also significantly positively correlated with all seven parameters of the force pyramid for Strike (0.47 \< r \> 0.55) and for Shout (0.40 \< r \> 0.47).

[Table 3](#pone.0206494.t003){ref-type="table"} shows the mean force production scores on the measured parameters, including the sum scores and the extra parameters for shouting with short and long duration and the time span when shouting long. For all subtests weight and gender explained a significant amount of variance in force production. On the Stamp subtest the linear contrast scores show that women displayed a stronger rate of increase and decrease in force production. On the Strike subtest, the linear contrast scores show that men have a stronger rate of force increase than women, with no gender differences in rate of force decrease. The Shout subtest shows no differences in linear contrast scores.

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t003

###### MSSS Stamp, Strike, Shout subtests: mean force at different levels of force, mean sum and both linear and quadratic contrast scores, standard deviations and confidence intervals (CI = 95%) for men and women.[^a^](#t003fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}

![](pone.0206494.t003){#pone.0206494.t003g}

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ -------------------- ------------------ ------------------------
  **Stamp**\                                                                                           **Men** (n = 40)   **Women** (n = 54)                      
  (n = 94)                                                                                                                                                        

  Mean (SD)                                                                                            CI                 Mean (SD)            CI                 

  $p_{25 \uparrow}$                                                                                    17.7 (5.71)        15.2--20.1           12.1 (4.66)        10.4--13.8 ^b.c^

  $p_{50 \uparrow}$                                                                                    20.6 (5.63)        18.2--23.0           15.1 (5.45)        13.1--17.1 ^b,c^

  $p_{75 \uparrow}$                                                                                    22.4 (5.85)        19.9--24.9           17.5 (6.08)        15.3--19.7 ^b,c^

  $p_{100}$                                                                                            24.8 (5.83)        22.3--27.3           22.0 (6.11)        19.8--24.2 ^b,c^

  $p_{75 \downarrow}$                                                                                  22.4 (6.29)        19.7--25.1           17.3 (6.21)        15.1--19.6 ^b,c^

  $p_{50 \downarrow}$                                                                                  20.9 (6.37)        18.2--23.7           15.3 (5.82)        13.2--17.4 ^b,c^

  $p_{25 \downarrow}$                                                                                  18.5 (6.32)        15.8--21.2           12.6 (5.51)        10.6--14.6 ^b,c^

  $\mathbf{p}_{\mathbf{S}\mathbf{U}\mathbf{M}}$                                                        **147.3 (39.4)**   **134.7--159.9**     **111.9 (38.2)**   **101.5--122.3** ^b,c^

  ***C↑***                                                                                             **23.2 (17.9)**    **17.5--28.9**       **32.3 (14.0)**    **28.4 − 36.1** ^b,c^

  ***C*↓**                                                                                             **20.2 (17.3)**    **14.7--25.7**       **30.2 (12.3)**    **26.8--33.5** ^b,c^

  ***QC*↑**                                                                                            **-0.44 (3.38)**   **-1.52--0.64**      **1.45 (3.30)**    **0.55--2.35**

  ***QC*↓**                                                                                            **0.04 (3.05)**    **-0.93--1.02**      **2.03 (2.89)**    **1.24--2.81**^b^

  **Strike** (n = 98)                                                                                  **Men** (n = 44)   **Women** (n = 54)                      

  Mean (SD)                                                                                            CI                 Mean (SD)            CI                 

  $p_{25 \uparrow}$                                                                                    11.5 (3.97)        9.87--13.1           6.58 (3.00)        5.49--7.67 ^b,c^

  $p_{50 \uparrow}$                                                                                    15.1 (4.91)        13.1--17.1           8.51 (3.20)        7.34--9.67 ^b,c^

  $p_{75 \uparrow}$                                                                                    18.3 (6.82)        15.5--21.1           10.8 (3.43)        9.56--12.1 ^b,c^

  $p_{100}$                                                                                            21.9 (6.65)        19.2--24.6           14.6 (3.98)        13.2--16.1 ^b,c^

  $p_{75 \downarrow}$                                                                                  17.0 (5.21)        14.8--19.1           10.4 (3.25)        9.22--11.6 ^b,c^

  $p_{50 \downarrow}$                                                                                  15.5 (5.53)        13.3--17.8           8.65 (2.99)        7.57--9.74 ^b,c^

  $p_{25 \downarrow}$                                                                                  12.9 (4.65)        11.1--14.8           7.04 (2.67)        6.07--8.01 ^b,c^

  $\mathbf{p}_{\mathbf{S}\mathbf{U}\mathbf{M}}$                                                        **112.3 (34.0)**   **101.9--122.6**     **66.6 (20.2)**    **61.1--72.1** ^b,c^

  ***C*↑**                                                                                             **34.5 (17.4)**    **29.2--39.7**       **28.4 (15.6)**    **23.3--29.4** ^b,c^

  ***C*↓**                                                                                             **26.4 (11.1)**    **23.6--33.1**       **24.5 (10.8)**    **21.5--27.4**

  ***QC*↑**                                                                                            **-0.39 (5.50)**   **-1.71--1.63**      **1.88 (3.01)**    **1.06--2.71**

  ***QC*↓**                                                                                            **2.38 (4.35)**    **1.05--3.70**       **2.59 (2.89)**    **1.80--3.37**

  **Shout** (n = 95)                                                                                   **Men** (n = 46)   **Women** (n = 49)                      

  Mean (SD)                                                                                            CI                 Mean (SD)            CI                 

  $A_{25 \uparrow}$                                                                                    74.8 (5.53)        72.6--77.0           67.6 (6.35)        65.2--70.1 ^b,c^

  $A_{50 \uparrow}$                                                                                    79.7 (5.40)        77.5--81.8           72.1 (6.33)        69.6--74.5 ^b,c^

  $A_{75 \uparrow}$                                                                                    83.6 (5.48)        81.4--85.8           76.1 (6.78)        73.5--78.7 ^b,c^

  $A_{100}$                                                                                            88.8 (6.00)        86.4--91.1           82.0 (6.81)        79.4--84.7 ^b,c^

  $A_{75 \downarrow}$                                                                                  82.6 (6.48)        80.0--85.1           74.1 (7.60)        71.2--77.0 ^b,c^

  $A_{50 \downarrow}$                                                                                  78.8 (6.27)        76.3--81.3           70.5 (7.26)        67.7--73.3 ^b,c^

  $A_{25 \downarrow}$                                                                                  73.9 (7.06)        71.1--76.7           65.7 (7.72)        62.7--68.6 ^b,c^

  $\mathbf{A}_{\mathbf{S}\mathbf{U}\mathbf{M}}$                                                        **562.1 (39.6)**   **550.3--573.9**     **508.2 (44.8)**   **495.3--521.1** ^b,c^

  ***C↑***                                                                                             **45.9 (12.1)**    **42,3 − 49,5**      **47.3 (18.4)**    **42.0--52.5**

  ***C↓***                                                                                             **48.3 (15.4)**    **43,7 − 52,9**      **52.6 (21.4)**    **46.5--58.7**

  ***QC*↑**                                                                                            **0.24 (3.40)**    **-0.77--1.25**      **1.48 (4.05)**    **0.32--2.65**

  ***QC*↓**                                                                                            **48.3 (15.5)**    **43.7--52.9**       **52.7 (21.4)**    **46.5--58.8**

  ${Db}_{short}$                                                                                       74.6 (5.70)        72.8 − 76.2          67.9 (7.38)        65.8--69.9 ^b,c^

  ${Db}_{long}$                                                                                        65.7 (8.27)        63.4--67.9           60.1 (8.42)        57.8--62.4 ^b,c^

  $T_{long}$                                                                                           19.3 (8.45)        16.8--21.8           14.4 (5.45)        13.0--15.9 ^b,c^

  $\mathbf{A}_{\mathbf{S}\mathbf{U}\mathbf{M} - \mathbf{e}\mathbf{x}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{a}}$   **721 (49)**       **707.0--736.3**     **650 (59)**       **633.5--667.6** ^b,c^
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------ -------------------- ------------------ ------------------------

^a^ Momentum p for the subtests Stamp and Strike is given in kg·m/s, amplitude A of the Shout in dB, T~long~ in seconds; see section Measures: force parameters

^b,c^ Differences between men and women explained by gender alone^b^ and controlled for weight^c^ (p\<0.01)

For the quadratic contrast scores no differences were found for men and women with the exception of the stamp subtest decreasing: women scored higher than men indicating a more pronounced curve.

Both weight and gender were taken as confounder in the following calculations and tests.

[Fig 7](#pone.0206494.g007){ref-type="fig"} presents the force pyramids of each subtest performed by men and women. Visual inspection shows that both men and women were able to perform a pyramid-like performance of force production in all three subtests. For women performing the Stamp subtest it seems the step sizes around 100% force were relatively large.

![Force pyramids (mean, CI 95%) of each subtest of the MSSS for men and women.](pone.0206494.g007){#pone.0206494.g007}

Internal consistency {#sec016}
--------------------

To measure Cronbach's alpha all parameters of each subtest were used as a scale. For the Stamp subtest α = 0.98, for the Strike subtest α = 0.97, for the Shout subtest α = 0.98, indicating an excellent internal consistency.

Test-retest reliability {#sec017}
-----------------------

The ICC's between test and retest of 22 participants were high for all parameters, indicating a strong test-retest resemblance in force production on each of the levels ([Table 4](#pone.0206494.t004){ref-type="table"}). The ICC is also high for the linear contrast scores. For the quadratic contrast scores the ICC is medium within the strike subtest and low within the Shout subtest increasing. There were no significant differences between the retest mean sum scores of these 22 participants and the mean sum scores of the other 82 participants (respectively: mean Stamp sum score 132 (SD = 62) and 126 (SD = 41), t = 0.42, df = 24.79, p = 0.68; mean Strike sum score 88 (SD = 39) and 85 (SD = 33), t = 0.33, df = 97, p = 0.74; mean Shout sum score 524 (SD = 59) and 532 (SD = 47), t = -0.61, df = 94, p = 0.54).

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t004

###### Test-retest reliability for the parameters of the MSSS, assessed by the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC).[^a^](#t004fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}

![](pone.0206494.t004){#pone.0206494.t004g}

                                                                                                       **Stamp**   **Strike**   **Shout**
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------- ------------ -----------
  $\mathbf{p}_{25 \uparrow}$[^b^](#t004fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                     .82         .49          .84
  $\mathbf{p}_{50 \uparrow}$                                                                           .91         .72          .90
  $\mathbf{p}_{75 \uparrow}$                                                                           .92         .82          .88
  $\mathbf{p}_{100}$                                                                                   .85         .72          .93
  $\mathbf{p}_{75 \downarrow}$                                                                         .93         .82          .91
  $\mathbf{p}_{50 \downarrow}$                                                                         .92         .79          .94
  $\mathbf{p}_{25 \downarrow}$                                                                         .83         .58          .82
  $\mathbf{p}_{\mathbf{S}\mathbf{U}\mathbf{M}}$                                                        **.94**     **.89**      **.91**
  ***C↑***                                                                                             **.81**     **.69**      **.89**
  ***C↓***                                                                                             **.79**     **.66**      **.88**
  ***QC↑***                                                                                            **.54**     **.44**      **.26**
  ***QC↓***                                                                                            **.64**     **.47**      **.83**
  ${\mathbf{D}\mathbf{b}}_{\mathbf{s}\mathbf{h}\mathbf{o}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{t}}$                                                 .80
  ${\mathbf{D}\mathbf{b}}_{\mathbf{l}\mathbf{o}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{g}}$                                                           .83
  $\mathbf{T}_{\mathbf{l}\mathbf{o}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{g}}$                                                                       .85
  $\mathbf{A}_{\mathbf{S}\mathbf{U}\mathbf{M} - \mathbf{e}\mathbf{x}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{a}}$                            **.91**

^a^ Momentum *p* in kg·m/s for the subtests Stamp and Strike can be replaced by amplitude *A* in dB for the Shout subtest.

^b^ See section Measures: force parameters

Intra-test correlations {#sec018}
-----------------------

Tables [5](#pone.0206494.t005){ref-type="table"}--[7](#pone.0206494.t007){ref-type="table"} show that the force parameters were highly inter-correlated. Obviously, high correlations existed between the parameters that succeed one after another within the increasing and decreasing part of the sequence. These correlations were somewhat less strong between 100% and the bottom force levels. High correlations also existed between the corresponding parameters of the increasing and decreasing part of the pyramid, for example between $p_{50 \uparrow}$ and $p_{50 \downarrow}$, especially very high for the Stamp test. The correlations confirm that most participants were able to increase force gradually to 100% and decrease force gradually to 25% again following a pyramid like sequence ([Fig 7](#pone.0206494.g007){ref-type="fig"}). For the Shout subtest, the extra correlations between the sequential parameters and shouting with short duration were high, as was the correlation between shouting with short and long duration. The correlations between the time span when shouting long and most other parameters were moderate.

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t005

###### Intra-test correlations (Pearsons r) Stamp (n = 94), controlled for gender and weight.

![](pone.0206494.t005){#pone.0206494.t005g}

  Stamp[^a^](#t005fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   $\mathbf{p}_{25 \uparrow}$   $\mathbf{p}_{50 \uparrow}$   $\mathbf{p}_{75 \uparrow}$   $\mathbf{p}_{100}$   $\mathbf{p}_{75 \downarrow}$   $\mathbf{p}_{50 \downarrow}$   $\mathbf{p}_{25 \downarrow}$
  --------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
  $p_{25 \uparrow}$                             \-                           .91                          .81                          .59                  .79                            .88                            .94
  $p_{50 \uparrow}$                                                          \-                           .93                          .75                  .91                            .95                            .93
  $p_{75 \uparrow}$                                                                                       \-                           .87                  .96                            .93                            .86
  $p_{100}$                                                                                                                            \-                   .89                            .79                            .68
  $p_{75 \downarrow}$                                                                                                                                       \-                             .95                            .87
  $p_{50 \downarrow}$                                                                                                                                                                      \-                             .96
  $p_{25 \downarrow}$                                                                                                                                                                                                     \-

^a^ See section Measures: force parameters

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t006

###### Intra-test correlations (Pearsons r) strike (n = 98), controlled for gender and weight.

![](pone.0206494.t006){#pone.0206494.t006g}

  Strike[^a^](#t006fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   $\mathbf{p}_{25 \uparrow}$   $\mathbf{p}_{50 \uparrow}$   $\mathbf{p}_{75 \uparrow}$   $\mathbf{p}_{100}$   $\mathbf{p}_{75 \downarrow}$   $\mathbf{p}_{50 \downarrow}$   $\mathbf{p}_{25 \downarrow}$
  ---------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------
  $p_{25 \uparrow}$                              \-                           .81                          .71                          .56                  .74                            .76                            .81
  $p_{50 \uparrow}$                                                           \-                           .83                          .67                  .81                            .78                            .75
  $p_{75 \uparrow}$                                                                                        \-                           .77                  .81                            .79                            .66
  $p_{100}$                                                                                                                             \-                   .79                            .71                            .60
  $p_{75 \downarrow}$                                                                                                                                        \-                             .84                            .75
  $p_{50 \downarrow}$                                                                                                                                                                       \-                             .84
  $p_{25 \downarrow}$                                                                                                                                                                                                      \-

^a^ See section Measures: force parameters

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t007

###### Intra-test correlations (Pearsons r) shout (n = 95), controlled for gender and weight.

![](pone.0206494.t007){#pone.0206494.t007g}

  Shout[^a^](#t007fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   $\mathbf{A}_{25 \uparrow}$   $\mathbf{A}_{50 \uparrow}$   $\mathbf{A}_{75 \uparrow}$   $\mathbf{A}_{100}$   $\mathbf{A}_{75 \downarrow}$   $\mathbf{A}_{50 \downarrow}$   $\mathbf{A}_{25 \downarrow}$   ${\mathbf{D}\mathbf{b}}_{\mathbf{s}\mathbf{h}\mathbf{o}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{t}}$   ${\mathbf{D}\mathbf{b}}_{\mathbf{l}\mathbf{o}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{g}}$   $\mathbf{T}_{\mathbf{l}\mathbf{o}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{g}}$
  --------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------
  $A_{25 \uparrow}$                             \-                           .88                          .81                          .66                  .77                            .80                            .80                            .62                                                                             .41                                                                   .28
  $A_{50 \uparrow}$                                                          \-                           .94                          .82                  .88                            .87                            .79                            .60                                                                             .43                                                                   .28
  $A_{75 \uparrow}$                                                                                       \-                           .87                  .89                            .86                            .74                            .65                                                                             .49                                                                   .34
  $A_{100}$                                                                                                                            \-                   .86                            .75                            .64                            .53                                                                             .45                                                                   .31
  $A_{75 \downarrow}$                                                                                                                                       \-                             .91                            .81                            .58                                                                             .46                                                                   .45
  $A_{50 \downarrow}$                                                                                                                                                                      \-                             .89                            .61                                                                             .45                                                                   .33
  $A_{25 \downarrow}$                                                                                                                                                                                                     \-                             .58                                                                             .45                                                                   .35
  ${Db}_{short}$                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         \-                                                                              .62                                                                   .29
  ${Db}_{long}$                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          \-                                                                    .06
  $T_{long}$                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   \-

^a^ See section Measures: force parameters

Intra-test correlations were also calculated for the aggregated scores: for the (linear and quadratic) contrast scores of the two slopes within each pyramid and between these and the sum score for each pyramid, using p\<0.01 as level of significance (no table). Regarding the linear contrast scores, the intra correlations within the same subtest between C↑ and C↓ were significantly high: for Stamp 0.91, for Strike 0.85 and for Shout 0.73. Regarding the quadratic contrast scores, the intra correlations within the same subtest between QC↑ and QC↓ were significantly high for Stamp and for Strike, respectively 0.64 and 0.61, but for Shout no significant intra correlation between QC↑ and QC↓ was found.

Sum scores and linear contrast scores within the Stamp and Shout subtests were not correlated, but for the Strike subtest a significant small respectively medium correlation was found between sum scores and linear contrast scores: 0.27 (↓) respectively 0.34(↑).

Significant medium correlations were found between sum scores and quadratic contrast scores for the Stamp subtest: -0.43 (↑) and -0.50(↓). No other correlations were found for Strike or Shout.

Inter-test correlations {#sec019}
-----------------------

The force parameters of each subtest and their sum scores were medium correlated between the tests ([Table 8](#pone.0206494.t008){ref-type="table"}). No correlations between subtests were found for the linear and quadratic contrast scores.

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t008

###### Inter-test correlations (Pearsons r) for all subtests, controlled for gender and weight using partial correlations.[^a^](#t008fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}

![](pone.0206494.t008){#pone.0206494.t008g}

                                                            Stamp & Strike (N = 90)   Stamp & Shout (N = 87)   Strike & Shout (N = 90)
  --------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------ -------------------------
  $p_{25 \uparrow}$[^b^](#t008fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   .48                       .36                      .27
  $p_{50 \uparrow}$                                         .41                       .34                      .28
  $p_{75 \uparrow}$                                         .33                       .36                      .30
  $p_{100}$                                                 .36                       .26                      .35
  $p_{75 \downarrow}$                                       .42                       .40                      .39
  $p_{50 \downarrow}$                                       .42                       .31                      .34
  $p_{25 \downarrow}$                                       49                        .33                      .34
  $\mathbf{p}_{\mathbf{S}\mathbf{U}\mathbf{M}}$             **.47**                   **.37**                  **.27**
  **C↑**                                                    **. 11**                  **.16**                  **.22**
  **C↓**                                                    **. 19**                  **.10**                  **.13**
  **QC↑**                                                   **.13**                   **.06**                  **-.17**
  **QC↓**                                                   **.27**                   **-.08**                 **-.01**

^a^ Momentum *p* can be substituted by amplitude *A*.

^b^ See section Measures: force parameters

Associations between levels of force production and anger coping {#sec020}
----------------------------------------------------------------

The Stamp subtest ([Table 9](#pone.0206494.t009){ref-type="table"}) performed by women (n = 54) reveals a pattern of low negative correlations between the force levels and an AI coping style. The significant medium correlation between the sum score of force parameters and AI indicates that less force was produced by those participants who have higher scores of AI on the SECS. Stamping force produced by women shows no

correlation patterns with AO, nor with CAI and CAO. In the Stamp subtest performed by men no clear correlation patterns can be seen with the SECS subscales.

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t009

###### Association (Pearson's *r*) between the Stamp and SECS[^a^](#t009fn001){ref-type="table-fn"} outcomes, apart for men and women and controlled for weight (p = m kg/sec).

![](pone.0206494.t009){#pone.0206494.t009g}

  Stamp                                                     Women (n = 54)                                   Men (n = 40)                                                          
  --------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ -------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  $p_{25 \uparrow}$[^b^](#t009fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   -.29                                             .16            -.23       -.08       -.03       .03        -.17       -.29
  $p_{50 \uparrow}$                                         -.23                                             .05            -.17       -.05       -.05       .02        -.20       -.19
  $p_{75 \uparrow}$                                         -.24                                             .09            -.15       -.02       -.08       .05        -.28       -.22
  $p_{100}$                                                 -.17                                             .15            -.08       -.08       -.08       .05        -.18       -.04
  $p_{75 \downarrow}$                                       -.29                                             .09            -.12       -.04       -.10       .06        -.25       -.18
  $p_{50 \downarrow}$                                       -.28                                             .07            -.12       -.01       .02        .08        -.28       -.30
  $p_{25 \downarrow}$                                       -.27                                             .10            -.16       -.003      .02        .06        -.23       -.28
  $\mathbf{p}_{\mathbf{S}\mathbf{U}\mathbf{M}}$             **-.30[\*](#t009fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}**    **.08**        **-.13**   **-.10**   **-.03**   **.02**    **-.21**   **-.27**
  **C↑**                                                    **.10**                                          **-.05**       **.19**    **.07**    **-.05**   **.11**    **-.21**   **.18**
  **C↓**                                                    **.12**                                          **.02**        **.14**    **-.04**   **-.09**   **.05**    **-.07**   **.28**
  **QC↑**                                                   **.15**                                          **.16**        **.05**    **-.09**   **.03**    **-.01**   **.12**    **.15**
  **QC↓**                                                   **.48[\*\*](#t009fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **.01**        **-.03**   **-.03**   **.00**    **-.14**   **.28**    **.37**

^a^ Self-Expression and Control Scale; Anger In (AI; internalization), Anger Out (AO; externalization), Control Anger In (CAI), Control Anger Out (CAO).

^b^ See section Measures: force parameters.

\* p\<0.05

\*\* p\<0.01 (the significance of correlations was tested for the sum and contrast scores only)

The Strike subtest ([Table 10](#pone.0206494.t010){ref-type="table"}) performed by women as well as men showed no correlation patterns with the subscales of the SECS.

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t010

###### Association (Pearson's *r*) between the Strike and SECS[^a^](#t010fn001){ref-type="table-fn"} outcomes, apart for men and women and controlled for weight (p = m kg/sec).

![](pone.0206494.t010){#pone.0206494.t010g}

  Strike                                                    Women (n = 54)   Men (n = 44)                                                                                                                                     
  --------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- -------------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------
  $p_{25 \uparrow}$[^b^](#t010fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}   -.12             -.01           .07        .05        -.03       -.13                                           .02                                               .11
  $p_{50 \uparrow}$                                         -.16             .06            .08        .002       .04        -.17                                           -.03                                              .19
  $p_{75 \uparrow}$                                         -.09             .04            .23        .05        -.07       -.20                                           -.02                                              .25
  $p_{100}$                                                 -.14             .01            .17        -.02       -.22       .01                                            -.05                                              .08
  $p_{75 \downarrow}$                                       -.19             .06            .03        -.05       -.17       -.15                                           .07                                               .24
  $p_{50 \downarrow}$                                       -.18             .09            .08        -.01       -.04       -.10                                           .09                                               .13
  $p_{25 \downarrow}$                                       -.19             .08            .00        .03        -.16       -.01                                           -.11                                              -.02
  $\mathbf{p}_{\mathbf{S}\mathbf{U}\mathbf{M}}$             **-.19**         **.08**        **.10**    **-.01**   **-.13**   **-.18**                                       **.04**                                           **.13**
  **C↑**                                                    **.04**          **.01**        **.18**    **-.08**   **-.30**   **.16**                                        **-.21**                                          **.03**
  **C↓**                                                    **.04**          **-.02**       **.18**    **-.09**   **-.16**   **.07**                                        **-.13**                                          **.06**
  **QC↑**                                                   **.08**          **-.03**       **-.04**   **-.01**   **-.07**   **.40[\*](#t010fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **-.27**                                          **-.46[\*\*](#t010fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**
  **QC↓**                                                   **.13**          **-.01**       **.14**    **.06**    **-.25**   **.33**                                        **-.45[\*\*](#t010fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **-.35[\*](#t010fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}**

^a^ Self-Expression and Control Scale; Anger In (AI; internalization), Anger Out (AO; externalization), Control Anger In (CAI), Control Anger Out (CAO).

^b^ See section Measures: force parameters.

\* p\<0.05

\*\* p\<0.01 (the significance of correlations was tested for the sum and contrast scores only)

The Shout subtest ([Table 11](#pone.0206494.t011){ref-type="table"}) performed by women showed the most and strongest correlation patterns. For women, negative medium correlations were found between AI and all force levels, including the extra parameters for shouting with short and long duration and the time span when shouting long. The sum scores of the force parameters and the extra shout parameters show a significant medium correlation with AI. The negative direction indicates that women higher in AI tend to use less force. For women, medium positive correlations were found between AO and all force levels, including the extra Shout parameters. The sum scores show significant medium correlations in a positive direction, indicating that those scoring high on AO produced more volume. For women, negative medium correlation patterns can be seen between the control scales (CAI and CAO) and the amplitude of the Shout: the more women control their voice, the lower the force production, which is confirmed by significant correlations for the sum scores of increasing and decreasing force parameters, as well as for the sum scores of the extra Shout parameters. The Shout subtest performed by men shows a negative medium correlation pattern between force levels and AI, as confirmed by a significant correlation for the sum score, though somewhat less strong compared with women ([Table 11](#pone.0206494.t011){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t011

###### Association (Pearson's *r*) between the Shout and SECS[^a^](#t011fn001){ref-type="table-fn"} outcomes, apart for men and women and controlled for weight (A = dB).

![](pone.0206494.t011){#pone.0206494.t011g}

  Shout                                                                                                Women (n = 49)                                    Men (n = 46)                                                                                                                                                                                                               
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ---------- ---------- ----------
  $A_{25 \uparrow}$[^b^](#t011fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                              -.29                                              .40                                              -.40                                              -.36                                              -.20                                            -.13       -.03       -.24
  $A_{50 \uparrow}$                                                                                    -.37                                              .41                                              -.36                                              -.39                                              -.36                                            -.01       -.14       -.23
  $A_{75 \uparrow}$                                                                                    -.43                                              .41                                              -.29                                              -.37                                              -.31                                            -.14       .01        -.12
  $A_{100}$                                                                                            -.42                                              .23                                              -.19                                              -.25                                              -.24                                            -.13       -.03       -.01
  $A_{75 \downarrow}$                                                                                  -.41                                              .31                                              -.24                                              -.25                                              -.30                                            -.15       .004       .01
  $A_{50 \downarrow}$                                                                                  -.39                                              .45                                              -.37                                              -.36                                              -.32                                            -.19       -.04       -.05
  $A_{25 \downarrow}$                                                                                  -.40                                              .45                                              -.35                                              -.35                                              -.29                                            -.08       -.07       -.06
  $\mathbf{A}_{\mathbf{S}\mathbf{U}\mathbf{M}}$                                                        **-.46[\*\*](#t011fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **.38[\*\*](#t011fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **-.37[\*\*](#t011fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **-.41[\*\*](#t011fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **-.30[\*](#t011fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **-.13**   **-.04**   **-.12**
  **C↑**                                                                                               **-.21**                                          **-.15**                                         **.19**                                           **.06**                                           **-.02**                                        **-.04**   **-.02**   **.15**
  **C↓**                                                                                               **-.03**                                          **-.28**                                         **.17**                                           **.14**                                           **.07**                                         **-.09**   **.01**    **.17**
  **QC↑**                                                                                              **.09**                                           **-.28**                                         **.06**                                           **.17**                                           **.21**                                         **-.19**   **.06**    **.11**
  **QC↓**                                                                                              **-.03**                                          **-.28**                                         **.17**                                           **.14**                                           **.07**                                         **-.09**   **.01**    **.17**
  ${Db}_{short}$                                                                                       -.45                                              .33                                              -.30                                              -.28                                              .18                                             -.11       .05        -.29
  ${Db}_{long}$                                                                                        -.38                                              .10                                              -.05                                              -.14                                              .28                                             -.08       -.10       -.13
  $T_{long}$                                                                                           -.34                                              .21                                              -.17                                              -.30                                              -.25                                            -.20       .04        -.03
  $\mathbf{A}_{\mathbf{S}\mathbf{U}\mathbf{M} - \mathbf{e}\mathbf{x}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{a}}$   **-.50[\*\*](#t011fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **.36[\*](#t011fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}**     **-.34[\*](#t011fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}**     **-.40[\*\*](#t011fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**   **-.21**                                        **-.17**   **-.03**   **-.16**

^a^ Self-Expression and Control Scale; Anger In (AI; internalization), Anger Out (AO; externalization), Control Anger In (CAI), Control Anger Out (CAO).

^b^ See section Measures: force parameters.

\* p\<0.05

\*\* p\<0.01 (the significance of correlations was tested for the sum and contrast scores only)

The linear contrast scores for each subtest show no significant correlation with de SECS subscales. The quadratic contrast scores show a significant positive correlation on the Stamp subtest with the AI subscale for women decreasing their force production. On the Strike subtest these quadratic contrast scores correlate negatively with the CAI subscale for men decreasing their force and with the CAO subscale for men increasing their force. On the Shout subtest no correlations were found between quadratic contrast scores and SECS subscales.

Differences between internalizing and externalizing women and men {#sec021}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Visual inspection of [Fig 8](#pone.0206494.g008){ref-type="fig"} indicates that externalizing participants used more force than internalizing participants, particularly confirmed in the Shout subtest performed by women. In the Strike subtest it is only at the 100% force level that externalizing men produced more effort than internalizing men. Whereas women scored overall lower on force production, externalizing women used equal force as men, when stamping at 100% force level.

![Force pyramids: differences (mean and CI 95%) in force production between internalizing and externalizing men (n = 34, defined respectively as scoring higher on AI than AO or vice versa) and women (n = 44) on the subtests of the MSSS.](pone.0206494.g008){#pone.0206494.g008}

The outcomes on the extra parameters of the Shout subtest − shouting with short and long duration and the time span when shouting long--are presented in [Table 12](#pone.0206494.t012){ref-type="table"}. The women showed a consistent trend: those with an externalizing anger coping style reached higher amplitudes and a longer time span.

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t012

###### Differences (mean and CI 95%) between internalizing and externalizing women and men on the extra parameters of the Shout subtest: shouting with short and long duration and the time span when shouting long.

![](pone.0206494.t012){#pone.0206494.t012g}

  Shout extra[^a^](#t012fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Women (n = 44)         Men (n = 34)                                  
  --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------- ----------------------
  ${Db}_{short}$                                      66.00 (63.78--68.22)   72.47 (66.97--77.96)   73.81 (70.84--76.78)   74.20 (70.89--77.51)
  ${Db}_{long}$                                       59.11 (55.99--62.22)   62.67 (58.07--67.28)   67.01 (62.82--71.19)   64.05 (58.82--69.27)
  $T_{long}$                                          13.56 (11.70--15.42)   16.73 (12.73--20.74)   17.75 (13.30--22.20)   18.42 (13.64--23.20)

^a^ See section Measures: force parameters.

^b^ Internalizing participants, scoring higher on AI than on AO.

^c^ Externalizing participants, scoring higher on AO than on AI.

Differences in mean sum scores ([Table 13](#pone.0206494.t013){ref-type="table"}) confirm the trend that the externalizing group produced more force than the internalizing group. In women, mean sum scores in the Shout subtest differed significantly between the internalizing and the externalizing group.

No significant differences were found for the internalizing and externalizing group on linear and quadratic contrast scores (C↑ and C↓; QC↑ and QC↓) with two exceptions for C↑ in the Strike subtest and QC↓: externalizing men showed a stronger rate of force increase when striking the punch bag than internalizing men and, when decreasing, a line less resembling the quadratic curve.

10.1371/journal.pone.0206494.t013

###### Total pattern of differences between internalizing and externalizing participants performing the MSSS, represented by the sum, linear contrast and quadratic contrast scores of force production, separately for women and men (*p* = m.kg/sec and *A* = dB).

![](pone.0206494.t013){#pone.0206494.t013g}

  Sum and contrast scores[^a^](#t013fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   Women (n = 44)             Men (n = 34)                                                                            
  --------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------
  Stamp $p_{SUM}$                                                 108.6 (95.4--121.6)        128.8 (108.4--149.1)                                            143.0 (116.5--169.5)    150.8 (134.0--167.7)
  C↑                                                              33.4 (28.1--38.7)          31.9 (24.6--39.1)                                               23.8 (15.9--30.1)       21.3 (10.1--32.5)
  C↓                                                              30.9 (26.4--35.3)          29.0 (21.2--36.6)                                               24.6 (10.9--28.4)       18.2 (8.82--27.5)
  **QC↑**                                                         .89 (-.27--2.05)           .95 (.71--2.60)                                                 -.31 (-2.23--1.62)      -.33 (-2.08--1.42)
  **QC↓**                                                         2.08 (1.00--3.06)          .89 (-.21--1.99)                                                .78 (-1.09--2.64)       -.28 (-1.54-.98)
  Strike $p_{SUM}$                                                64.34 (56.8--71.7)         73.12 (61.8--84.3)                                              111.2 (91.1--131.4)     112.7 (98.2--127.2)
  C↑                                                              26.3 (23.2--29.6)          22.5 (14.4--30.6)                                               **29.9 (22.3--35.4)**   **39.9 (31.7--51.4)[\*](#t013fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**
  C↓                                                              25.2 (21.5--28.8)          20.5 (13.8--27.0)                                               25.2 (18.9--33.5)       31.1 (24.1--41.0)
  **QC↑**                                                         2.06 (.94--3.18)           1.66 (-.04--3.34)                                               -1.24 (-3.57--1.10)     2.01 (-.59--4.61)
  **QC↓**                                                         2.84 (1.78--3.09)          1.78 (-.13--3.69)                                               **1.03 (-.95--3.00)**   **4.53 (2.20--6.85)[\*](#t013fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**
  Shout $A_{SUM}$                                                 **496.0 (479.6--512.3)**   **528.1 (506.7--549.6)[\*](#t013fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**   547.2 (527.6--566.7)    560.7 (541.3--580.0)
  C↑                                                              48.4 (41.4--55.5)          47.6 (35.7--59.5)                                               49.9 (3.05--48.8)       45.9 (38.2--48.5)
  C↓                                                              54.6 (46.5--62.8)          48.4 (35.6--61.2)                                               48.2 (40.2--58.9)       46.7 (40.0--54.6)
  **QC↑**                                                         1.72 (.17--3.27)           .87 (-1.16--2.91)                                               1.03 (-.53--2.58)       -.61 (-2.73--1.51)
  **QC↓**                                                         54.6 (46.5--62.8)          48.4 (35.7--61.2)                                               49.6 (40.2--58.9)       47.3 (40.0--54.6)
  $A_{SUM - extra}$                                               **634.7 (613.2--656.2)**   **680.0 (650.1--709.9)[\*](#t013fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}**   705.8 (679.7--731.8)    717.4 (693.1--741.6)

^a^ See section Measures: force parameters.

^b^ Internalizing participants, scoring higher on AI than on AO.

^c^ Externalizing participants, scoring higher on AO than on AI.

\* p\<0.05 controlled for weight.

Discussion {#sec022}
==========

This explorative study investigated the internal structure, reliability, and validity of the Method of Stamp Strike Shout (MSSS), a new performance-based measuring instrument meant to assess anger expression and control. It was tested in a sample of 104 Dutch students. The performance of the MSSS was quantified by measuring mean force levels with increasing and decreasing levels of force production that follow a pyramid-like sequence. To test the validity of the MSSS, we used an 'emotion follows action' design, that is, exploring whether and how physical force production itself predicts levels of reported anger expression, anger inhibition and anger control, without offering anger provoking stimuli prior to the performance. Firstly, force parameters of the MSSS were correlated with the scores on the anger coping scale (SECS). Secondly, a more robust comparison was made between two groups of participants showing an anger internalizing (AI) versus an anger externalizing (AE) coping style.

Visual inspection of the tables and figures showed patterns that tell us how the pyramids are shaped, the steepness of the slopes and their symmetry. In addition, contrast scores were calculated serving as an indicator for rates of increase or decrease and the propensity to accelerate or hesitate in moving to the subsequent levels of force production.

Internal consistency and reliability of the MSSS {#sec023}
------------------------------------------------

The MSSS showed an excellent internal consistency of each subtest. Further, the test-retest reliability of the MSSS pointed towards a high degree of precision and reproducibility of the routine, with the test-retest resemblance in the bottom force levels of the Strike test the least high.

A period of five months between test and retest was chosen in order to reduce remembrance of the first performance. This is even more relevant in case the MSSS should elicit an emotional experience that would have a memory-enhancing effect \[[@pone.0206494.ref039]\]. Over such a long period there is a greater risk of personal changes that could affect the scores. In this non-clinical sample, the force production presented on the MSSS at different levels, however, seems to reflect relatively stable personal characteristics of the participants. However, the two contrast scores calculated to indicate the rate and distribution of force over all levels were shown to be more sensitive to change with low test-retest reliability.

Prior to the performance of the MSSS no familiarization sessions were carried out. In this stadium of testing the aim was to assess spontaneous interaction of force production and emotion, without interference of cognitive learning. Furthermore, little research has investigated the need of such trials to establish high degrees of test-retest reliability in force characteristics. For comparison, in a study on force measures with physically active men similar high degrees of test-retest reliability were achieved without the need for familiarization sessions \[[@pone.0206494.ref040]\].

Within and between subtests correlations {#sec024}
----------------------------------------

In performing the MSSS, the Stamp test showed the highest *within subtest* correlations for the different force levels, followed by the Shout test. Striking the boxing bag may have been the most vulnerable for irregularities with less high correlations between different levels on both side of the pyramid. However, where in the Stamp and Strike subtest rates of increase and decrease of force production were associated, in the Shout subtest the two slopes were shown to be differently curved. For all subtests the correlations between the 100% force level and some of the other parameters was somewhat lower. The maximum force level seems to be somewhat independent on the steps to get there. The same holds true for the total sum of force production, which was found to be mostly independent of rate of increase / decrease and curve, except on the Strike subtest for rate of increase and the Stamp subtest for the curve.

The correlations found *between* the three subtests all remained under 0.50 (as was indicated as a strong correlation), with no indication found for associations between rate of increase / decrease of force production and curve. So where there is a common factor in the different subtests, they measured force production in a different way and thus may complement each other. Particularly the Shout subtest seemed to measure a different aspect.

Associations between force production and anger coping {#sec025}
------------------------------------------------------

The Shout subtest was the most sensitive indicator for anger coping style in the student sample, showing moderate negative correlations with anger internalization, for women as well as men. A strong negative correlation with anger internalization was found when all parameters for shouting were taken together including measures for the amplitude of short and long shouts and time span for these long shouts. Women showed a more complete pattern: apart from the associations with anger internalization, they displayed a moderate positive relation between test performance on the Shout subtest with anger externalization, and moderate negative associations with anger control (CAI and CAO). In women performing the Stamp subtest, inhibition of force production correlated moderately with an internalizing style of anger coping (AI). In the Stamp subtest performed by men there was only a small negative association with the CAI and CAO scales. In the Strike subtest for women nor for men correlation patterns could be detected for force production at each of the specific levels.

More robust differences could be recognized when dividing the sample in an internalizing versus externalizing group (AI versus AO), for women and men separately. Visual inspection confirms the findings for women in the first analysis, for the parameters of the pyramid as well as the extra Shout parameters. Externalizing men showed extra force production at the 100% level of the Strike. Also the contrast score signifying force control were found to differentiate between internalising and externalising men. All in all, these explorative findings suggest that without having received anger evoking stimuli prior to the test, internalizing women as well as men used less force than externalizing participants on especially the Shout and, although less distinguished, the Stamp subtest of the MSSS. In the Strike subtest not the force expression at specific levels as much as the maximum, rate and distribution of force are of importance.

For now, there is no solid explanation for the supremacy of the Shout test when distinguishing between anger coping styles, especially where women are concerned. Perhaps voice expression is the skill with the most relational impact, more regulated by shame or negative appraisal, even more so in case anger was experienced. This may apply to the produced as well as perceived sound intensity.

The women in our student sample scored higher on the anger control scales than men, and also higher than the women of the reference population. Moreover, women scored lower on AO and men scored higher on AO compared with the norm. Also, in our sample twice as many women could be typified as internalizing compared with those externalizing, whereas the number of internalizing and externalizing men was practically the same. Smits and Kuppens \[[@pone.0206494.ref041]\] found more inhibition of physical aggression in women as compared with men. They argue that women more than men consider aggressive behaviour to be socially unacceptable and a reason to be concerned about negative self-evaluation and negative effects on others. In mental health care it can be recognized that many women still learn to silence their anger, deny it entirely, or vent it in another way. We found excessive anger internalization in women with eating disorders \[[@pone.0206494.ref020],[@pone.0206494.ref021]\]. Although this may explain the gender differences also found in our present study, it does not account for the high incidence of anger internalization in our female student sample.

Theory, research and clinical practice {#sec026}
--------------------------------------

To our knowledge, the combination of anger coping styles and force production in voice expression and in directional movements of arms and legs has not been previously investigated. As such, the MSSS is new in this field of research. Also, the test design in the present study differs from other studies. Most studies applied an 'action follows emotion' design by measuring force production after offering anger versus neutral stimuli. Starting point of the present study was to explore the anger and aggression evoking potential of the MSSS itself, so without bringing participants in a state of anger prior to the test. This may be referred to as an 'emotion follows action' design.

In a clinical study, Shafir et al. \[[@pone.0206494.ref042]\] identified specific movement characteristics that are associated with basic emotions. Feeling angry was predicted by advancing with a strong, sudden and direct effort. Shafir et al. referred to anger as an approach emotion, and a punching movement, which is a universal expression of anger. They also referred to studies showing that angry movements include shaking the fists and stamping the feet, leaning forward, and stretching the arms forward, which can all be described as movements during which the shape of the body advances. Further, anger often produces changes in respiration and increases in muscle tension, which influences voice amplitude and pitch \[[@pone.0206494.ref011]--[@pone.0206494.ref014]\]. Literature supports that besides bodily expressions the voice too conveys emotions, independent of verbal content. Vocal bursts, such as laughing, growling, and shouting, were found to be a cross-cultural modality of emotional communication \[[@pone.0206494.ref043]\].

Referring to research on sport performance, Davis et al. \[[@pone.0206494.ref009]\] found support for the moderating role of anger experience (trait anger) and anger regulation in performance of a gross muscular peak force task (kicking). They plea for ecologically valid studies to explore whether emotion regulation strategies, such as suppression, influence physical performance under contextual variations including anger. Personality variables such as neuroticism and extraversion may guide anger suppression (AI) and expression (AO) \[[@pone.0206494.ref001],[@pone.0206494.ref009]\]. In real-life situations, expected consequences of anger-related behaviours may also be of key importance in their regulation \[[@pone.0206494.ref044]\]. Further, systems of emotional responding may moderate the anger performance relationship, particularly the behavioural inhibition system (BIS) which regulates affect and behaviour in response to threatening signals \[[@pone.0206494.ref007]\].

The MSSS measures body behaviour. Emotional experiences and cognitive appraisals feed the tendency to perform or to inhibit this behaviour. Coombes et al. \[[@pone.0206494.ref007]\] refer to the premise of 'action readiness' to demonstrate that dispositional differences in behavioural inhibition interact with emotional state to alter force production. This premise originates from Frijda, Kuipers & Ter Schure \[[@pone.0206494.ref045]\]. They describe anger as antagonistic action, leading to different types of interaction, like moving away from a target, or a movement of 'going against'. According to Frijda & Parrott \[[@pone.0206494.ref046]\] emotions basically involve a readiness to act, an 'ur-emotion'. Action readiness is the motive state that underlies feelings of emotional urge or action tendencies. The concept of action readiness may be related to the body-felt 'urge to act or shout' which supports the rationale of the MSSS. A change in action readiness may be triggered by imagination, by stimuli (for example photographs), or by self-produced movements \[[@pone.0206494.ref047]\]. This notion underlies our present test design of 'emotion follows action'. Neural evidence for action readiness is the involvement of neurotransmitters, such as vasopressin which subserves a 'power dominance drive motivation' that may be linked to antagonism \[[@pone.0206494.ref046]\].

To have an additional reference for the Shout subtest, though in our set-up included as a measure for body force, we may also refer to research on verbally aggressive behaviour: to curse, scold, and shout \[[@pone.0206494.ref048]\]. Trait inhibition appeared to be negatively correlated with AO and positively with CAO. Verbal inhibition can occur on the level of anger feeling, anger tendency (wanting but not doing), and aggressive behaviour (doing). Smits & Kuppens \[[@pone.0206494.ref041]\] found that AO, verbal, and physical aggression were negatively related to BIS and positively to BAS. AI, in turn, was found to be characterized by the opposite pattern.

Within mental health care, motion driven changes in action readiness have been demonstrated across a range of psychiatric disorders, for example: agitation and psychomotor retardation in major depression \[[@pone.0206494.ref007]\]. In the Netherlands, psychomotor therapy (PMT) uses the MSSS as a therapeutic tool for evaluation as well as for treatment of aggression regulation. Aggression is seen as the behavioural outcome of anger-related feelings, cognitions and impulses. The objective is to overcome fear or guilt and to regulate anger and aggression in a prosocial and self-empowering way. A *'digital thermometer'* is part of the MSSS software and can be displayed on a computer screen to indicate the level of force production, serving as a feedback-loop for learning to control aggression by gradually increasing and decreasing body expression.

Reviews of emotion regulation have been limited by their focus on self-report measures of affect \[[@pone.0206494.ref049]\]. In this light, the MSSS aims to contribute to performance-based measurement. An advantage of the MSSS is the inclusion of voice expression, perhaps the most relational indicator of emotion regulation. This is for instance shown by the activation patterns in the amygdala when one is confronted with loud angry voices \[[@pone.0206494.ref050]\]. This first MSSS validity study particularly draws attention on the role of voice expression in discriminating between anger coping styles.

Limitations {#sec027}
-----------

The MSSS is a newly developed, custom-made performance-based measuring instrument. This is the first explorative study of the MSSS in a select student sample. Some of the procedures need to be refined to avoid as much disturbance as possible, for instance due to differences in shoe wear for the Stamp test, or to differences in punching zone used in the Strike test. The Stamp subtest is the most stable instrument. Regarding the Strike subtest it is hard to say whether the mean force levels and the within subject correlations are inherent in the produced force, or were also influenced by how the bag swings after the first stroke. The bag could be replaced by a free-standing bag on a base filled with water or sand to improve the stability. Such adaptations may enhance the reliability of measurements. The software for analysing the recorded test results will be further simplified in order to enhance the usability in practice. The same holds true for the parameters to be considered. Considering this study being a first exploration, we focused on both force production at specific levels and calculated aggregated outcomes for total force production and its rate and distribution over levels. These outcomes have in general good test-retest reliability. However, the low test-retest reliability of especially the quadratic contrast scores showed their sensitivity for, possibly random, variation. Although they have certain face validity, the low correlations of these specific contrast scores with the direct outcomes and the rare associations with anger control ask for further discussion of their meaning and a possibly new selection and redesign of these measures.

A categorical limitation of our study may be the use of a self-report questionnaire as a reference for test validation of a behavioural measure. However, since both measures represent different dimensions of approaching anger coping, there needs to be a common direction if they are expected to deal with the same questions. The SECS was a suitable choice for its good psychometric properties: the subscales closely match with our research question, and the content of the questionnaire is well-known in international literature as the SECS is derived from the widely used STAXI \[[@pone.0206494.ref033]\]. For these reasons it makes sense to compare our findings to those obtained with this questionnaire. To further support cross-validation of the MSSS, alternative physiological measures like heart rate variability may be used additionally.

In this study the outcomes are controlled for various participants characteristics. Still, besides anger coping, differences in affordance (perception of the function of an object), self-efficacy, exercise sound judgement, and motor skills, may have influenced force production. Further, the women in this study scored much higher on anger control as compared with the scores of the general population. The number of women with higher scores on anger internalization than externalization may have contributed to the discriminatory power of the MSSS. The high mean score could also refer to a larger effect of self-report bias in this group. Social desirability has been found to be associated with lower reported anger expression and higher reported anger control, as measured using common psychometric instruments like the STAXI \[[@pone.0206494.ref051]\]. The test performance could also be influenced by the momentary circumstances, for example the laboratory context at the university, including a possible observer bias during the test.

In our test design, no information was gathered on time between stamps, shouts and strikes. Since then it has been suggested that indeed it can be relevant to measure the speed of the performance as it may be associated with anger regulation (an urge to act rapidly, or rather a hesitation to act). In future test designs timing in relation to anger could be taken into account.

A methodological consideration is that the motor behaviours must be captured while the neurological processes are active, that is, during felt emotion \[[@pone.0206494.ref052]\]. In the current laboratory set-up, the anger-performance relationship was based on brief, structured routines at each force level of the pyramid. So there was perhaps little time to engage in an emotional experience.

To explore differences between groups, we also tried to analyse three comparable groups, respectively scoring high, middle or low on anger coping styles (AI, AO, CAI and CAO). However, the extreme groups appeared to be four times smaller than the middle group of the sample, and were too small to draw conclusions. Still, the trend in differences between the three groups showed consistent patterns in the direction of correlations and underscored our finding of the most significant differences in the Shout subtest.

The moderate inter-correlations between the Stamp, Strike and Shout subtests indicated, that these subtests may not be measuring the same aspects and thus may be of complementary value. Mauss & Robinson \[[@pone.0206494.ref002]\] notice that experiential, physiological and behavioural responses represent different sources of variance, which limits convergence across measures. For now, it is too early to draw conclusions on the question whether the subtests of the MSSS converge into a consistent measure of anger and aggression regulation.

Conclusion {#sec028}
----------

This first explorative investigation of the MSSS showed excellent internal consistency of the three subtests and high test-retest reliability. The experiences in the laboratory setting and the relatively low amount of not interpretable data indicated that implementation was feasible. The MSSS was well accepted by participants.

The explorative study to the test validity of the MSSS shows a trend that increasing and decreasing force production correlates with anger coping style in a sample of college students, mainly in performing the Shout subtest and most clearly observable in the performance by women who scored high on anger control and low on anger externalization.

The next step is to find out how correlations between anger coping and body behaviour vary in clinical samples. Also, an 'action follows emotion' design will be applied by offering anger provoking stimuli prior to the performance to find out whether and how anger stimuli influence force production and control in performing the MSSS.

The MSSS will be further tested to explore its feasibility for clinical and research purposes. Assessment under various conditions and in various populations is necessary to improve standardization of the MSSS. We feel that our initial findings show that there is potential for this method as both a diagnostic and treatment instrument.

Supporting information {#sec029}
======================

###### SPSS-output containing original data from the study.

(SAV)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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